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Hand Propping

EAA multimedia journalist Brady Lane chronicled his journey to earn his sport pilot certificate ... and eventually agreed on the first must-see item of the day: Ken. 
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BRADY LANE BETTER PILOT / AB INITIO



EAA multimedia journalist Brady Lane chronicled his journey to earn his sport pilot certificate at www.EAA.org/wings. Ab initio is Latin for “from the beginning,” and in this column Brady will continue to share his adventures as he gains experience as a newly certificated pilot.—Eds.



Hand Propping Learning a once common aviation skill



AS THE SUN ROSE over Camp Scholler last summer, I sat at a picnic bench sipping my coffee and listening to a father and son plan their day at AirVenture. They ﬂipped through their well-worn info guides and eventually agreed on the ﬁrst must-see item of the day: Ken Morris’ hand-propping demonstration in front of the Vintage Aircraft Association’s Red Barn. My ears perked up, and I asked for details. I had never handpropped a plane and knew better than to try it without proper instruction. My new friends shared the same logic. Although most planes are equipped with electric starters, there are plenty still requiring a pull to get the prop spinning. Some of my friends ﬂy these planes, and I’m useless when they need a hand. I wanted to change that. It’s also one of those small skills that sets apart those old-time aviators whom I admire and aspire to be like. Sadly, AirVenture came and went, and I didn’t see Ken’s handpropping demonstration. I gave Ken a call and learned he’s based just an hour’s ﬂight south of Oshkosh. He invited me down for a personal lesson. His family’s Cessna 140 was parked on the grass as I taxied up. He began by giving me a refresher on how airplane engines start. I’m still
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no expert, but his explanation about compression cycles, magnetos, and impulse couplings made sense of something fairly complicated. We then talked about how to prepare the plane to be hand propped. Position the aircraft on stable ground free of debris. Wet grass, mud, loose gravel, oil, and ice could all cause a person to slip while pulling a propeller through. He also stressed the importance of securing the aircraft using a tail tiedown and/or chocks. The team method is easiest, he said, but it requires a “qualiﬁed person” to sit in the plane and operate the controls. This person doesn’t have to be a pilot but should be comfortable around airplanes and know how to work the throttle and brakes. The person propping the plane is always the leader instructing the person inside what to do. After conﬁrming the switches were off, he showed me how to hold the prop.
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“First, always assume the propeller could jump to life at any moment, even when the switches are off,” he said. “In theory it shouldn’t, but always assume it could.” He said hand propping is much like handling a ﬁrearm. If done correctly, it’s perfectly safe. If you’re careless, it can be dangerous and even deadly. The number one rule in ﬁrearm safety is to treat every gun as if it’s loaded. The same applies to airplane props. Ken said a common mistake people make is where they stand in relation to the prop. Few people stand too close, but some people tend to stand too far away. Ken showed me the correct distance— just slightly less than one arm’s length away from the prop. Any farther requires a person to lean toward the prop in a slightly off-balanced manner, creating the risk of falling into the rotating blades once the engine starts. Next he demonstrated how to properly grip the prop. The tips of his ﬁngers were just over the top of the blade. He said many people mistakenly try to “palm” the prop, which actually requires pressure be put on the blade to get it to turn, again creating the risk of falling into the turning blades. Standing at the proper distance with both hands on the descending prop, he lifted his right leg off the ground and showed me what he called the “dance step.” In a single motion he swung his



right leg down, lowering his arms as he moved away from the plane. It wasn’t a big swing of the leg but a simple motion to get his body’s momentum moving away from the plane. “Follow-through is important,” he said as he took four to ﬁve steps back. This ensured he was clear of the prop by the time it was turning. It was now my turn to do a few practice swings. Like he described, it felt like a dance step—a bit awkward and rigid at ﬁrst, but after a couple tries it felt more smooth and natural. Ken recommended always taking a couple practice swings. It gives the person a chance to feel how the propeller turns and conﬁrms there are no tripping hazards. On some engines it also helps pull fuel into the cylinders, helping it to start up. Ken then climbed into the cockpit, and we rehearsed the verbal call-outs and terminology used to ensure clear communication between the hand propper and the “qualiﬁed person” at the controls. “You ready to try it for real?” he asked. I nodded, took a deep breath, stepped back, and yelled, “Contact!” This terminology is preferred over “switches on” because the words “switches off ” and “switches on” could be misunderstood for each other. “Contact!” he yelled back. Once the throttle was cracked and brakes conﬁrmed, I walked toward the front of the plane. With reverent fear I gently touched the prop. The cold metal felt different this time. I paused brieﬂy to think, then swung my right leg forward just as I had rehearsed. In one smooth motion, I stepped back, pulling the prop down. Nothing.



HOW TO HOLD THE PROP If you want to keep your ﬁngers, don’t wrap them around the top of the blade. However, it also is not good to “palm” the prop. This requires pressure on the prop to turn it, causing you to lean into the prop. In a proper hold, just the tips of your ﬁngers should be over the top of the blade.



WRONG: Do not wrap your ﬁngers around the prop.
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WRONG: Do not “palm” the prop.



RIGHT: Just the tips of your ﬁngers should be over the blade.
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Solid IFR...



BRADY LANE



I tried a few more times. Nothing. Ken turned the switches off and called me to the cockpit for another lesson. We had ﬂooded the engine, but that was easy to ﬁx. With the switches off and throttle open, he instructed me to turn the prop backward a few times to unﬂood it. Time to try again. This time it ﬁred! The most amazing part was it didn’t feel dangerous at all. I was ﬁve or six steps back and nowhere near the prop by the time it came to life.



With reverent fear I gently touched the prop. The cold metal felt diﬀerent this time. I paused
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brieﬂy then swung my right leg forward just as I had rehearsed. I also was amazed how easy the prop turned. It didn’t require brute strength as I imagined. Ken said metal props are sometimes easier than wood because there is more momentum mass to carry through the compression strokes. Good to remember. Once the prop was spinning it became invisible. I was taught a safe way to approach the cockpit was to walk to the end of the wing and follow it to the cockpit. Establishing this habit eliminates the temptation to cheat corners and get near the prop. Flying back to Oshkosh I reﬂected on my new skill and felt a bit closer to those early aviators. I can’t wait for the next time I’m at a small country airport and a fellow ﬂier needs a hand to get going. Ken will be back with his Cessna 140 to AirVenture next summer to give daily hand-propping demonstrations in front of the VAA Red Barn. Please don’t use this column as your hand-propping handbook. Instead, let Ken or another experienced mentor teach you how to do it safely. Your ﬁngers will thank you.



Brady Lane, EAA 808095, is a multimedia journalist for EAA and a sport pilot. To see a video of Brady learning to hand prop, visit www.SportAviation.org.
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